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Travel pod Mark 2 assembly instructions

(A) Empty the contents of the bags and sort
the poles out into the three labelled groups
TOP—BOTTOM and LEGS.

Roll out the fabric and place it upside down on
the floor.

(B) Remove the foam from inside the
transport bags and insert them into the
pockets on the base.

( C ) Place the centre bar in the middle of the base
on top of the webbing as shown.

(D) Select the four poles marked bottom that
have a spring button at one end only. Slide them
into the pole pockets with the button facing
upwards as shown.

( E ) Push them into the centre bar until they hit the
end stop. The fabric will try to pull them out of
alignment so you may need to straighten them and
give a twist. Until your pod has been used a few
times this task can be a bit difficult , using the end
bars in ( F ) below pushed onto the ends can help to
align them until the fabric relaxes .

( F ) Take the two remaining ‘bottom’
poles that have a button at each end,
select the plastic fittings that have a
Velcro strap attached and fit them to
both ends of the pole as illustrated. Make
sure the buttons click into position.

(G) Pull the long poles apart and locate them
into the plastic fittings and push the end bar up to
the buttons. The buttons can now be depressed
and slid all the way in, you may need to twist the
pole to ensure the spring button clicks into
position.
Repeat this operation at the opposite end.

(H) Now do up the zip pole pockets. You may need
to slide the fabric towards you to make this
operation easier. If the zip still feels too tight to
operate check that the four poles are correctly
inserted into the centre bar. Ref section ( E )

Both ends should now look like this.

(I) Finally make sure that the webbing is threaded
around the centre bar as illustrated then fit it through
the tension buckle and apply tension.

(J) Next turn the whole frame and fabric over
so it is the right way up.
Now select all the poles marked ‘top’ .

(K) Gather the poles marked (1) and (2) and assemble them
into two long poles as shown making sure the buttons click
into position.

( L ) Push the long poles and the short poles into the pole
pockets so that the wing nuts protrude from the holes and
the spring buttons face upwards. If you seem to have two
left hand poles and no right hand pole hold the pole like a
propeller and turn it through 180 degrees and it will turn
into a right hand pole by magic!

(M) Now gather the 3 way plastic fittings and assemble
them onto the poles as illustrated.

(N) Both ends of the top frame should now look like
this, with all wing nuts facing outwards and all the spring
buttons correctly seated into the plastic fittings.

(O) Gather the legs and assemble the two half's together
on all four legs. Take two of the leg assemblies, raise the
top frame and insert the legs into the plastic fittings as
shown.
Now raise the other end of the top frame and insert the
other two leg assemblies.

(P) Swing out the stays from the legs and locate them onto the
shaft of the bolt behind the wing nut. You may need to move
the frame about to locate them. Once they are located on the
shaft tighten the wing nut and repeat for all the other stays.

(Q) On the bottom frame take the Velcro strap and pass
it around the leg then behind the bolt before securing it
back onto the Velcro.
Tip: moving the leg out of way makes it a lot easier to get
the strap behind the bolt.

( R ) Finally pass the netting corners around the legs and zip
them up. Your Safe&Sound Travel pod is now ready for use.

With practice your pod should take under 10 min to erect.

Travel Pod assembly video:- (Mark 1)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=xRpYfljOW24
Travel Pod (Mark 2) assembly video coming soon.

Fitting the stability kit
Arrange the two stability bars at each end
of the pod as shown.

Hint:- If the inner tubes have come out and
got mixed up they are handed left and
right. You will need to pair them up to
ensure the black plastic fittings are angled
in thus / \ before trying to fit them to the
legs.

Pass the bolt through the legs

Assemble the wing nut onto the back.

Slide the bar out to increase stability. NOTE: always leave at
least 2” inside the outer tube for safety.

Do not overtighten the wing nut
as damage to the plastic fitting may result.

Video instructions for assembly & repacking are available on our
Website www.creativecareltd.com
Or on our YouTube channel
www.youtube.com/channel/UCk3c2US1hJIVutcTHDogWAQ

